RTS4010 PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE 1

**Leader:** Ms Carolyn Wright

**Credit points:** 6

**Prerequisites:** Admission to the course

**Co-requisites:** RTS4000, NMS4021

**Synopsis:**


**Objectives:**

On successful completion of this unit students will be able to:

1. Understand and describe common functional and structural changes related to disease processes and injury pertinent to nuclear medicine.
2. Apply fundamental principles of pathophysiology to other disorders encountered in clinical practice.
3. Demonstrate and communicate a broad and critical conceptual understanding of human bioethics and medico-legal issues and its application to the medical setting and the nuclear medicine context; and
4. Demonstrate and communicate a broad and critical conceptual understanding of theories of health psychology and health behaviour and their application in the delivery of nuclear medicine services and patient care.

**Assessment:**

Two 1500 word clinical action plans and accompanying comparative reports (40%) + one two hour written examination (60%).